
Name Class Date

Multiple choice 
+. The red bus has g more

r. Count back to subtract. riders than the blue bus.
Which is 10 less than 74? The blue bus has 3 riders.

How many riders are on theu.54 red bus?
a.84

".64 a. 11

a.74 b. 5

z.Which is the differen ce? 
c' 14

d.8

80 s. Solve by making 10.

- 10
Sam's cat has 8 kittens.

u.70 Yoko's cat has 7 kittens.
u.60 How many kittens are

".7 there?

o.90
a. 15

:. Add mentally. b. 17

Sam has OT crayons. Mary c' 16

has 2o crayons d' 14

How many crayons do they
have in all?

a. g7

b. 69

c. g0

d. 27
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Name

6. Which triangle is an equilateral triangle?

/\
b JT

/\
/\

7. Why is a circle not a polygon?

a. A circle is not flat.

b. A circle is not closed.

c. A circle does not have straight sides.

d. A circle does not have points.

8. Which type of triangle has
no sides of equal length?

a. scalene triangle

b. equilateral triangle

c. isosceles triangle

d. right triangle

Class Date

9. Each tile has an area of 1 square unit. What
is the area of the rectangle?

n=lsquareunit

a.4 square units

b.6 square units

c.20 square units

d.24 square units

10. A rectangular rug is 2 feet long and 9 feet
wide. V/hat is the area of the rug?

a. 18 square feet

b. ll squarefeet

c.22 square feet

d.29 square feet

11. Linda is tiling her kitchen floor. The diagram
shows the rectangular floor. Each tile has an
area of 1 square foot. How many tiles are
needed to cover the kitchen floor?

12

a.12

b.17

c.50
d.60

CopyrghlO20t4 $/llam H Sadl€r n.. Ali nghls reserved
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Name Class

12. Which is the word name for the fraction E?
s

a. one ninth

b. five ones

c. five ninths

d. nine fifths

13. V/hich is the fraction for the shaded part of
the figure?

1a.5

1u.4

3c.4

3d.7

14. Which lists the fractions in order from least
to greatest?

5 27gg, g

752
u'E-'E-, 8-

,725u'9,9,9

572
..8-,E-, 9

,2 5 7q.g,g,g

Date

t5. Which point on the number line shows the

fraction th
12

W X YZ

01

a.X

b.Y

c.W
d,Z

16. Tabitha wants to show the unit fraction 1on
5

a number line. How many equal parts must
the number line show between 0 and 1?

a.1

b.5

c.6
d.7

17. Which fraction is shown by point G on this
number line?

G

rl tt tt+ I'01

14.4

,!

b.5'

4
c.E

.40.7

-

9

:
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Name Class

18. Each student in class has 3 markers. There
are 10 students in class. How many markers
are there in all?

a.30

b. 13

c. 10

d.3

19. A group of 42 people are going on a field
trip. Each van can hold 6 people. What is

the least number of vans needed to fit all the
people on the trip?

a.6

b.36

c.42
d.7

20. A gardener plants 14 trees in 7 rows. Each
row has the same number of trees. How
many trees are in each row?

a.2

b.7
c.7
d.14

21. Tameeka makes 9 gift bags for a party. She
starts with 45 pieces of candy and puts the
same amount of candy in each bag. How
many pieces of candy does Tameeka put in
each gift bag?

a.5

b.6
c.9

d.36

Date

ZZ.Tamara uses the Distributive Property to
find a product. Which number is missing
from herwork?

7x6=(7x2)+(7x )

=14+28
= 423

a.2

b.4

c.6
d.8

23. Compare. Choose (, =, oI ).

9x3 ? 3x9

3.(
f.=
g.)

24.David has 3 boxes of pencils with 10 pencils

each. Richard has 10 boxes of pencils with
3 pencils each. Which statement is true?

a. David has more pencils.

b. Richard has more pencils.

c. They both have 30 pencils.

25. Which number completes both sentences?

16+2=?
?x2=16

a.8
b.2
c. 16

d.14
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Name

26.1am a four-sided polygon.
My opposite sides are parallel and the same
\Mat is the best name for me?

a. Square

b. trapezoid

c. parallelogram

d. rectangle

27.\Nhieh statement is true?

a. All equilateral triangles are right
triangles.

b. Some right triangles are equilateral
triangles.

c. All scalene triangles are right triangles.

d. Some right triangles are isosceles
triangles.

28. Jamal draws a shape with four sides. One
pair of opposite sides is parallel. The other
two sides are not parallel. What kind of
ggadrilateral does he draw?

a. Square

b. trapezoid

c. parallelogram

d. rhombus

29. Which is the length of the paper clip?

a.40 mm

b.35 mm

c.30 mm

d.3 mm

www.Sadl ierSchool.com

Date

30. Which is the best unit to weigh a banana?

a. ounce

u. pound

c. ton

31. Which number line shows how to solve the
problem?

A punch recipe calls for 2 pt of orange juice
(O.J.) and 2 qt of cranberry juice (C.J.). How
much of each kind of juice is needed to
make 3 gal of punch?

Class

,
tr. o 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 I 910rr12lJt!151617t8192021222324

B! sr, o", I o"'

11 18 19 20 ?1 22 23 24

@l l

32. George sells 3 posters for $4.g4 each. How
much money does he make?

a.$12.32

b. $12.80

c. $14.55

d. $14.82

33. Elisa spent $67.50 on a skateboard. She
also spent $32.29 on safety
equipment. How much did Elisa spend in
all?

a. $89.79

b. $98.79
c. $99.79

C.pyight O2or4 Wiil am H Sadt er tnc. Atl ri-ohls r".",rlr. 
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Name Class Date

34. \Mich is the area of the square?

21 cm

a.42 cm2

a.84 cm2

c.420 cmz

d.441 cm2

35. The four rectangles all have the same area.

Which rectangle has the greatest
perimeter? Use the perimeter formula,

12[-;"----l

lalu*llF,

r*;--"l,
a.A

b,B

c.C
d.D

36. The line plot shows the number of pets each
student owns. A new student joins the class.
She has 3 pets. Now how many students
own 3 pets?

Number ot Pets Students Own

X*I
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

0123450
Pets

a.0

b.4

c.6

d.8
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Name CIass Date

37. Soudiwalks daily. The table shows the time t

walking each day for two weeks.

Which line plot displays the data shown in tht

38. The line plot shows the birth weights of 6

kittens.

XX
XAx

Walking Distance

X
XXX

XXXX

X
X
X

XXX
{-+"**--l-+**-{--*-*}-**** 1., " }.*4-+

012345678
888848888

lililes

Walkinc Distance

i*
,XXXXD'xxxxxxx

--.l-**+-.l-+-*-*i--***"*{-*f**l-*!12s45678
888888888

Miles

W*lkang Oistance

Walking Distante

BBAB

XX
XXX

XX
XXX

XXXXd.
X
x

x.
X
X

-F"
7
I

:

X
+

I

Bi*h Weights of Kittens

#1?34
4444
Weight {pounds}

Which is the weight difference between the
heaviest kitten and the lightest kitten?

?a.fioz

1b.doz

Ic.aoz

a
d.froz

39. \ /hat is the value of the underlined digit?

346,801,259

a. four hundred thousand

b. four hundred million

c. forty million

d. forty

Miles

Miles
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Name CIass

40. Vr/hich shows the correct place value of each
digit in 247,358?

a.2 hundred thousands, 4 ten thousands,
7 thousands, 3 hundreds, 5 tens, I
ones

b.2 hundred thousands, 4 hundred
thousands, 7 thousands, 3 hundreds, 5
tens, 8 ones

c.2 hundred thousands, 4 ten thousands,
7 ten thousands, 3 hundreds, 5 tens, 8

ones

d.2 thousands, 4 thousands, 7
thousands, 3 hundreds, 5 tens, 8 tens

41. \Mich is the standard form of ninety-six
thousand, forty-five?

a.9,645

b.960,450

c.96,045

d.96,450

42. V/hat is the word name for 3,725,627?

a. three million, seven hundred twenty-
five thousand, six hundred twenty-
SCVEN

b. three hundred thousand, twenty-five
thousand, six hundred twenty-seven

c. three million, twenty-five thousand, six
hundred twenty-seven

d. three million, seven hundred twenty-
five thousand, twenty-seven

Date

43. Which is a reasonable estimate of the sum?

3,199+960+1,145=?

a.5,314

b.5,300

c. 5,100

d.5,280

44. Which shows $67.51 rounded to the nearest
dollar?

a. $67.00

b. $70.00
c. $67.50

d. $68.00

45. Glen scores 918 points on a video game.
Valerie scores 871 points on the same
game. How many more points does Glen
score than Valerie?

a.147

b.167

c.47

d. 1,789

46. Which is the difference?

7,040

- 6,873

a.1,277

b.177

c.267
d.167
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Name Class Date

53. Compare. Choose (, =, o[ ).

3?8
11 

- 
11

n.(
f.=
g.)

54. Jermone cuts three different lengths of
wooden boards. They are i O,* n, anO f, t
long. Which board is the longest?

^ 1+u'2"

o +ft
30c.4 rt

55. Use the fraction strip to subtract. Which is
the difference?

6 4 *^
11 11

"2"' 11

,b
D' ll

^4r' lJ
tr

"' 11

56. Use the number line to find the sum.

1+1
10 10

0 I 2 i 4 5 6 7 I !l 10lotolommtoCItolomrB

a.2
20

b. 10
2

..20
?

d.2
10

57. Which equation correctly decompos". flZ

, fr*t-+=t
o 8* i.3=+
, &*+-+=*
o j * i.i=+
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Name Class Date

58. Juan decompos"r t as the sum of

fractions. Which is another way Juan could
decompos" +?
3+3+2
12 12 12

"l+l+l^' 12 12' 12

b+-+-+
3*3*3'' 12 12', 12

^ 4 *2,2"'12',12'-12

59. The fraction 9..n be decomposed as {-lCI -- 
10

* 3. Wnich is another way to decompose
10

the fraction?

u.L *2 *210 10 10

<_

60. Which addition sentence can be used to find
the difference?

ta19 - z612 12

a.181!+t=7612 12

b.76 +1610_'12 12

..79+?= 16101? 12

61. Sonia buys 2f c of cheese. She uses 1f; c
to make a casserole. How many cups of
cheese does Sonia have left?

,1
a lJ 

^d.,2v

,|

b d.
c. 1 c

a Jclt
u.A+ 2 * 1

10 10 Iil

..i* 3 * ?
10 10 10
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Name Class Date

62.Mia mows A of the yard. Martin mows L of12 1?

the same yard. How much of the yard have
they mowed altogether?

u. 5 of the vard
24

u. 1 of the vard
2

.. 5 of the vard
12

a. 1 of the vard
J

63. Dean is mailing 9 packages that weigh $ tO

each. Which is the total weight of the
packages?

a.6lb
b.8 lb
c.9lb
d.12lb

64. Which is the product?

+**
3

ilT,,--T;1::rj+

il..TT] +
5u'-1E-

. 16
b. -F-D

Ic.5

,4o.5

65. which is the product?

*
5
4
5

aa."
42

b.7
54

^-7bx'
g

".42t)

d.4?
E,A
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Name

66. Add the fractions.

1 - 38 -o10 100

aonvvu.-
100
-74

b. ro
100
AO

c. +o
100

d. 40
100

67. Which is the mixed number renamed as a
decimal?

3128
100

a.31.30

b.31.28

c.3128
d.31.028

68. Which is the decimal 15.09 written in

expanded form?

a. 15 + 0.09

b. 10+5+0.9
c. 10+5+0.09
d. 1+5+0.09

69. Compare. Choose (, =, o[ ).

32.9 _ 32.09

www.Sadlierschool.com Toll Free 800-221-5175

Date

70. Which decimal is greater?

0.56 I

a.0.56

b.0.65

71. Which decimal is greater?

0.65

a.0.34

b.0.26

72. Which comparison is modeled by the
multiplication sentence 24 = 6 x 4?

a.4 is 2 times as many as 2.

b.6 is 3 times as many as 2.

c.24is 3 times as many as 8.

d.24 is 6 times as many as 4.

73. Which comparison is modeled by the
multiplication sentence 18 = 6 x 3?

a.6 is 2 times as many as 3.

b.3 is 2 times as many as 6.

c. 18 is 6 times as many as 3.

d. 18 is 2 times as many as 9.

Class

2.(
D.-
g.)

n

:

0.2{:-' CI"34
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Name

l4.Paul lives 9 miles from the state capital. Guy
lives 3 times as far from the state capital as
Pauldoes. How far does Guy live from the
state capital?

a.27 miles

b. 18 miles

c. 12 miles

d.24 miles

75. Use the bar diagram to solve the problem.

Marcus is 32 years old. He is 4 times as old
as Henri. How old is Henri?

32 y:ars

n"nn [l-l

a.5 years old

b. 10 years old

c. 16 years old

d.8 years old

76. Fabian needs to make 1 I gallons of fruit
punch. She has made 68 quarts of fruit
punch so far. Which statement is correct?

a. She has made enough fruit punch.

b. She has not made enough fruit punch.

Class Date

77. Which is a true statement about the patterns

in the table?

a. The input numbers show a +4 pattern.

b. The output numbers show a +4 pattern.

c. An even input number +4 results in an
even output number.

d. An even input number +4 results in an
odd output number.

78. Which rule completes the function table?

a. add 90

b. add 5

c. multiply by 4

d. multiply by 6

Which is the rule for the input-output table?

a.0

b. -1
c.-2
d. -3

19.

€

e

=
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Name

Numeric Response

80. Use addition to solve.

Kim bakes 70 cookies.
She bakes 20 more cookies
than Nicholas. How many
cookies did Nicholas bake?

81. A painting measures 4 square units across
and 6 units down. What is the area of the
painting?

_ square units

82. \ /hat is the area of the rectangle?

5 ur-:its

_ square units

83. The array below has 3 rows and 8 objects in
each row.

fTNTITITilxrrnilt]I
TtrXtrNTilN
Using the array, what is 3 x 8?

Date

84. What is the product?

85. How many times must Richard fill his 1-cup
measuring cup to make a recipe calling for
2 qt of milk?

86. What is the perimeter of the figure in
meters?

87.|n 871,420 which digit is in the hundred
thousands place?

88. \ /hat is the standard form of seven hundred
twenty-five million, six hundred two
thousand, nine hundred eighty?

89. Gina scored 228,210 points on a video
game. Randy scored 60,047 points. Round
the scores. What is the estimated difference
between Gina and Randy's scores?

90. The city has 8 buses. Each bus can hold 42
passengers. lf each bus is full, how many
passengers are on the buses?

Class

3
x5

7 ur":its
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Name Class Date

91. Four teachers, 3 parents, and 63 students
are on a field trip. Each adult has the same
number of students in a group. How many
students are in the groups with teachers?

96. Simon jog._s+ mione day, Z$ mithe next

day, and S$ mithe day after. How many

miles does he jog in all?

97. Jessie serves pizza at her birthday party.

Millie eats f, of a pizza and Brenda eats f
of the same pizza.
How much of the pizza did they eat
altogether?

98. During a town fair, ft of the visitors bought
4

tuna salad, jiJ bought hamburgers, and the
rest bought chicken wraps. \Mat part of the
visitors bought chicken wraps?

99. Carmen has two music videos on her Mp3
player. One video ,r"r fr of the memory.

The other r."r fr| of the memory. \Mrat
fraction of the memory do the videos use in
all?

100. Write the number in standard form.

800+50+7+0.2

63 students
? ?l?1? ?1? ?

92.\Nhat number completes the related division
fact?

3x8=24

24+8=?

93. Kyle colors fr of a fraction strip blue. He
colors an equivalent amount of a fraction
strip that is divided into I equal pieces. How
many parts of the strip for eighths does he
color?

94. How many twelfths are equalto three sixths?

95. Use the number line to find the sum.

g-Lr:rl-5-178
884'82t,i8t

I

)q
B'B
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